
LoveLee Occasions 
COORDINATE | DESIGN | MANAGE



LoveLee Occasions was created from the love of putting together celebrations from the smallest to biggest moments in peoples' lives. A love for
handling all the behind-the-scenes; so others can just immerse themselves in their celebration without a worry, is my mission!

 
I love to work with clients who are looking for more budget-friendly options and wanting to find affordable solutions to help create the
celebration they envision. Add in a little bit of compromising, some fairy dust, and a mix of creative minds we can make one beautiful

celebration!
 

We value open honest communication with our clients. We got your back 100% and will do our best to make sure your special occasion is one of
your best days ever! I approach each celebration that I am creating a friendship with my client(s) and building a foundation of trust + respect

for the services you have hired me for!
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Christina was such a phenomenal person to work with 
both on wedding day and in the months leading up!
 My favorite thing about working with her was that 

she always felt like she had our backs......"
Kaitlyn + Nick

"Everything we could have asked for, and more!
Christina was great in every regard. 

Her communication, pro activeness, and care made
our wedding a breeze. She even was first to respond 

to a medical emergency that occurred! We would
recommend LoveLee Occasions for 

any couple looking for a coordinator!"
Sami + Zack



"sometimes imperfect events in our life
makes our life perfect."

- Sparsh Sharma



Hi! I'm Christina, the main face behind LoveLee Occasions. I have this crazy passion for all things events
and have been the go-to for friends and family for years. After years of being told I should start my
own business, I finally 
took the leap!

A Minnesota event coordinator based out of Northfield (just a wee bit south of the Twin Cities), who is all
about making new friends and being your wedding bestie. When not busy with all things LoveLee, you
can find me working healthcare by day and Mom mode at night to 3 beautiful girls, and a 3-legged dog
Cody! My hubby is one of my biggest supporters and sometimes can be seen working behind-the-
scenes as an assistant...(the ones where I need more muscle!) 

 I love making planning and things less stressful for my clients. I will bring my awkwardly funny sense
of humor, my non-existent dancing skills, and multi-tasking talents to every celebration. Bridesmaid
needs a dance partner, I got you. Need a neutral party to help make sure there is calm amongst the
family dynamics, I got you. Finding yourself overwhelmed and need a moment to yourself, I got you.
My goal is to be the one you can lean on to ensure your celebration goes imperfectly perfect or simply
just perfect! Occasionally, I will bring along an assistant or 2 to help make things come together! I

There is nothing better than at the end of the night seeing the smiles, feeling the love, and watching it
all come together for one of your BEST DAYS EVER!

So, shall we be friends
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~ Clients who want to enjoy the process & not stress every minute along the way. Allowing LoveLee
Occasions to help take things off your plate and taking care of those details for you! Not stress the
little things (that's my job), trust the process and know that I am working my hardest making sure
everything comes together for you! 

~ Clients who may have a limited budget or are keeping their eye on costs. I love working with
clients whose overall wedding or celebration budget is lower than the average cost. (Wedding cost
is 28k by The Knot 2021 Real Wedding Study)! I love coming up with creative ideas with you that
save money on any project or event you are having. I love working with all sorts of venues, and
owners who really like connecting with their clientele. 

~ Clients who are all about getting to know their vendors, valuing their worth, building rapport +
connection with them, and possibly gaining new friends after their celebration! 

~ Clients who get that I am a Momma first and foremost; I have 3 beautiful girls (11,6, and 4) who are
my shadows and sometimes they will make appearances in our Zooms or calls, to ask a question(s).
They are getting use to Mom needing to be in the office but they still sneak away from Dad at times. 

who my process works best for:



~ I approach your celebration as a fun experience; keeping things flowing with an easy-going laid back attitude. The
goal is to NOT stress during the planning process. Allowing creative decision making to happen, sometimes makes for
the best celebrations!
~ I treat you like you are my best friend. I am an honest open-book with you from the start, authentic and real. 
~ I love working with a variety vendors; I have no problem working together with your chosen vendors as teamwork
makes the dream work, being adaptable with others is key. Bring on the vendorships!
~ I am all about reminding you that this is your celebration. Not allowing pressures from family or friends to take
control or ruin your celebration with it not being what you want. Helping you stick to your visions! Also, if you are
wanting to be a part of the behind-the-scenes action, it's your day! I am here for you, and yet to remind you that you
got 2hrs to go get ready for photos! 
~ I love working with each involved person; making sure your celebration truly combines all personailities that we are
celebrating! So, coming up with unique ideas with our clients that truly envision what you want your celebration to be is
something WE LOVE TO DO! 

what makes LLO different:

"Christina was there to help us with every small detail of our
planning process and wedding day. she was the perfect middle
woman to help coordinate with our vendors and make sure our

day went smoothly."

Karli & Chris



and the biggest reason LLO is different:

Honestly, it is my approach and how I work with fellow vendors & with
my clients! I love working my a** off, having it all come together and
truly enjoy the process every step of the way. It's legitimately a true

love affair that I have for celebrations. I LOVE it all!! 
I LOVE, LOVE!!!



A Beautiful Soiree
~ Shindig of Love package details plus.....

5 planning sessions
Coordinate rehearsal (90mins) + research

rehearsal dinner locations
Wedding website management

RSVP management
Design Assistance + Guidance

Finalizing all vendors; 
researching and sourcing 

requested vendors
 

Investment starts @ $1399
Additional assistant: $250/depending on wedding need

Partial Planning
(6-8mths before wedding)



Shinding of Love
~ Unlimited email communication
~ Recommended Vendor List
~ Point of Contact
~ Vendor Contract review; day of communication
~ Timeline collaboration + finalization
~ Finalize Wedding Day Design + Layout
~ 10hrs onsite; times agreed upon 7 days prior to event
~ Set-up + styling of all elements, take down if within
scheduled time.
~ 60min rehearsal coordination; depending on schedule
availability
~ Distribution of final payments and tips
~ Shit Happens Wedding Day Kit

Investment starts @ $1149
Additional assistant: $250/depending on wedding need

Wedding Day Management
(6-8wks before wedding)



Mini Love Social
~ Unlimited email communication
~ Recommended Vendor List
~ Point of Contact
~ Vendor Contract review; day of communication
~ Three 90 min planning meetings
~ Timeline collaboration + finalization
~ Finalize Wedding Day Design + Layout
~ 8hrs onsite; times agreed upon 7 days prior to event
~ Set-up + styling of all elements, take down if within
scheduled time.
~ 60min rehearsal coordination; depending on schedule
availability
~ Distribution of final payments and tips
~ Shit Happens Wedding Day Kit

Investment starts @ $799
60 guests or less

Micro Weddings + Elopements



Simply the Details
~ 2 planning meetings; 45 days and 2 weeks, to go over all details.
~ Decor pick-up one week prior to event is available within 30mins of
Northfield; last minute decor within 72hrs of event.
~ All decor picked up and sent with designated person at end of
celebration.
~ Any decor rentals would need to be picked up or sent with
designated family members; unless requested and agreed upon
otherwise.
~ LLO cannot handle any decor that requires heavy machinery or
ladder installation. Couples must plan accordingly. 

Investment starts @ $549
 

Mileage fee added for any event 30mins from Northfield Office. 

Decor Set-Up + Take Down



Viva La Celebration
~ Up to 5 planning meetings leading up to the day of celebration
~ Vendor research, sourcing, and communication. 
~ Vendor management and coordination of agreed upon services. 
~ Website + Guest Management
~ Timeline Collaboration with vendors + activities for celebration
~ Assist with design of celebration, save the dates, and invitations
~ Celebration Vision Board

Investment starts @ $649
 Wanting LoveLee Occasions on-site for your Celebration?
 

~ Shindig of Love (Wedding Day Management) package can be added! 
Additional days needed before or after will be additional costs.

Fees for traveling expenses will be agreed upon. 
 

Destination Weddings



LoveLee Designs
I've grown to love helping my clients come up with designs for their
celebrations and assisting them with design creations from table #s, name
cards, Welcome signs, dessert signs, and decor/theme of your celebration!

This is ideal for those who have their location locked down but absolutely no
idea where to start or just need some help putting those ideas pinned on
Pinterest into your celebration! 

I will work with you hand-in-hand to create a vision board of your celebration
and come up with a design that encompasses what you are wanting for your
celebration. I will work in finding you the perfect vendor + rental recs for your
celebration; along with you having 1st dibs to LoveLee Decor Rentals for
your celebration. 

Design Service Sesh $75/1hr
*minimum of 4hrs

Add-On to Signed Package



We Love ALL Celebrations!

~ Planning + Design Meetings
~ Vendor research and recommendations
~ Vendor Communication
~ Set-up and take down of decor elements
~ 6hrs on-site for celebration
~ Streamlining the celebration

 
 

Schedule your free consultation for an estimated quote!
 

Retirements, Holiday Parties, Birthdays, Showers, 
Celebrations of Life, Corporate...all of them!



A La LoveLee Services
~ Floral Assembly + Set-up
~ Celebration Design
~ Invitation + Sign Design
~ Invitation + Decor Assembly
~ Welcome Bags
~ Kid Activities or Bags
~ Morning After Brunch
~ Gift Wrapping
~ Honeymoon Suite Romance
~ Wedding Website Creation

 
For liability reasons, LoveLee Occasions cannot serve food or drinks to 

guests, and handle any decorations that require heavy machinery or ladder.
 

Also, no bussing of tables or garbage duty is provided by LoveLee Occasions.
 (If requested, may be added for an additional charge.)

 

Sometimes even help with the little things can truly be the best, allow me to take some to-dos off your list. 
 Additional add-ons are available with any signed agreement.  A service not listed, just ask! We will see how

we can help. Each celebration is unique and we want yours to be stress-free as possible. 


